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Abstract
The Tilt-n-Go system offers an alternative electric wheelchair control mechanism for those with
mobility problems that prevent them from properly using the provided joystick controller. The
majority of electric wheelchairs currently on the market are controlled by an armrest-mounted
joystick. Users with tremors, arthritis or other medical conditions that result in loss of grip
strength, may find the joystick interface difficult or painful to use. In the Tilt-n-Go system, the
movement control system no longer receives movement commands from a joystick but instead
responds to the orientation of an inertial measurement unit (IMU) mounted on a glove worn by
the user. The IMU, containing a gyro, accelerometer, and microcontroller unit (MCU), outputs
unique voltage signals for every distinct way a user tilts it. The IMU sends wheelchair control
signals wirelessly using an XBee RF transmitter to an XBee RF receiver that outputs data to a
second MCU which drives the wheelchair motors. As it stands, the Tilt-n-Go system allows for
successful control of the wheelchair in all directions (forward, backward, right, left, forwardright, forward-left, backward-right, and backward-left) by tilting the hand in the predetermined
manner.

Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
The Tilt-n-Go system caters to users with tremors, arthritis or other medical conditions that result
in loss of grip strength, may find the joystick interface difficult or painful to use. The purpose of
this project is to help people that have difficulty controlling a joystick by changing the control
mechanism of an electronic wheelchair. There are several other alternative controlled
wheelchairs currently on the market such as a head driven system where there are switches
mounted on a headrest which are triggered by the movement of the user’s head. There is also a
chin-controlled device where the user’s chin rests in a cup that is connected to a joystick and is
controlled like a normal joystick. The issue with these designs is that they require a lot of head
movement which can be tiring for the user and requires the user to have good head control. One
other design is a tongue-controlled system where the user wears a retainer and has a tongue
piercing with a magnet on it. While the tongue moves, the corresponding movement of the
magnet is sensed and is translated into the movement of the wheelchair [5]. This device, as is the
case with all of the other previously listed devices, is very invasive, expensive, and creates
discomfort for the user. The customers for the Tilt-n-Go system are not limited to those with
mobility issues that hinder the use of the joystick but also anyone confined to a wheelchair that
have a need to wirelessly control their wheelchair such as those that would like an alternative
method of parking their wheelchair in their motor vehicle without having to limit their choice of
vehicles to large bulky vans and mini-vans. At a relatively inexpensive manufacturing cost of
$285, the Tilt-n-Go system offers a noninvasive, and comfortable to use solution for those in
need of an alternative method to control their power wheelchair.
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Chapter 2: Design and Test
The Tilt-n-Go system consists of a hand motion controlled sensor that tracks specific hand
gestures associated with four different directions using an inertial measurement unit (IMU) by
3D Robotics. The sensor circuit then communicates wirelessly to a microcontroller using two
XBee 802.15.4 Wireless RF modules (referred to as XBees). One of the XBee’s is used as a
wireless transmitter and the other XBee is used as the receiver. After the receiver receives the
hand movement from the transmitter, the data is processed on the Arduino Microcontroller and a
digital to analog converter sends a specific voltage to the wheelchair’s control unit. The wirelesscontrolled wheelchair has four main blocks: hand motion sensor, wireless transmitter, wireless
receiver, and wheelchair control unit. The overall design for this system is shown in the block
diagram in Figure 1. Each of these blocks is discussed in depth according to their planned and
final designs.

Figure 1: Tilt-n-Go System Block Diagram

Hand Motion Sensor
The front end of the system involves designing a hand motion sensor that detects specific hand
movements and sends the corresponding encoded signal to the wireless transmitter. The process
of designing this block of the system begins with first choosing the particular hand movements
that correlate with the movements of the wheelchair.
These movements will be interpreted by a glove (Figure 9) with a DIYDrones ArduIMU+ IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit) attached, which contains a gyroscope and a microcontroller [2]. The
gyroscope measures the amount of pitch and roll of an object as it rotates and will determine
which way the hand is moving. Using the measured data of these two sensors, the
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microcontroller is programmed to interpret pitch and roll thresholds and send data packets to the
XBee microcontroller. Each of our chosen hand motions will be tested for the average values
obtained by the accelerometer and gyroscope, which in turn will be implemented to be identified
by the microcontroller (Figure 2). Then, when a similar hand motion is made, the microcontroller
will take this as a specific command. This command is then encoded in at least a four bit binary
number to represent one of four commands. This value is finally sent to the wireless transmitter
for transmission to the control unit on the back end of the system.

Figure 2: IMU and XBee transmitter prototyped on a breadboard for testing
In order to test and validate the sensitivity of the gyroscope the IMU is programmed to print
serial data correlating to the preset functional directions in terms of pitch, roll and yaw, and a
serial monitor such as Putty or the Arduino Sketch’s serial monitor is used to ensure that the
expected pitch and roll motions of the IMU will send the correct data packets to the receiver as
shown below in Figure 3 [2].

Figure 3: Test setup for IMU to determine roll, pitch and yaw of the gyro.
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Wireless Receiver and Transmitter
The wireless receiver and transmitter are both XBee Series 1 units that have dipole antennas and
are capable of outputting 1 mW of power. The microcontrollers communicate with the XBees
with the USART protocol at 38400 baud, the XBees then take the data that is sent and handles
the wireless transmission itself. This makes the wireless transmission essentially a standard
USART connection between the two microcontrollers. The XBees default configuration requires
no change to get reliable communication established [7].
The wireless transmitter is connected to the hand motion sensor, and takes the processed motion
data and transmits it to the wireless receiver. The wireless receiver is connected to the wheelchair
control unit which reads the data from the receiver and uses it to determine the direction of
movement.
The data that is sent is a 1 byte packet. Different values of the packet from the IMU to the
receiving Arduino correspond to different directions of movement, one value for each direction,
or combination of directions (Figure 4). There will also be a value corresponding to stopping the
movement. The extra space in this packet can be used to add various speeds for each of the
directions. In addition, this larger than necessary packet allows for further expansion on what can
be done through the wireless transmission.

Figure 4: Source code example of 1 byte data packets at the receiver to control the
wheelchair

Wheelchair Control Unit
Before designing the control unit for operating the wheelchair, the joystick on the wheelchair
needs to be removed from the wheelchair to characterize the signal voltages, from the joystick
unit to the VR2 controller. A digital multi-meter and an oscilloscope are used to measure various
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voltage outputs of the joystick while the joystick is tested in every direction. Obtaining the
joystick signals sent to the wheelchair allows us to replicate the signals to create our own
controller that can control the wheelchair in the same manner.
The Pride Mobility Quantum Rehab uses a VR2 controller by PGDT with a D50800 JoyStick
MAID by PG Drives Technology. The D50800 Joystick Maid and VR2 controller are connected
via an 8 pin connector as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Wheelchair controller module with the 8 pin joystick connector at the red
marker.
Characterizing the control signals from the Joystick is comprised of four signal pins, a
Forward/Back pin and a Left/Right pin. The other two pins are a second Forward/Back pin and
Left/Right pin for redundancy and fault tolerance. The pin out of the connector is shown in detail
in Figure 6 Note: pin out as used by the VR2 controller is mirrored from that specified on the
D50800 specifications sheet.

Figure 6: Pinout for the Joystick connector as depicted in Figure 9.
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The signals from the eight pin connector control the movement of the left and right motors as
well as the brakes. Characterizing the control signals involves powering the joystick with a 5V
supply and using a four channel oscilloscope to simultaneously monitor the four signal wires as
the joystick is moved in specific directions. The results of reverse engineering the joystick output
signals are characterized in Table 1. Once we have properly characterized the signals from the
joystick, we replicated the control signals and replace the joystick with an Arduino.

Table 1: Voltage Characterization for all 8 directions after Testing
Neutral (V) F (V) B (V) L (V) R (V) F/R (V) F/L (V) B/R (V) B/L (V)
F/B1

2.5

4.0

1.1

2.5

2.5

4.0

4.0

1.1

1.1

F/B2

2.5

4.0

1.1

2.5

2.5

4.0

4.0

1.1

1.1

L/R1

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.1

4.0

4.0

1.1

2.5

1.1

L/R2

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.1

4.0

4.0

1.1

2.5

1.1

The wheelchair control unit involves several steps that include characterizing the control signals
sent between the wheelchair joystick and the wheelchair control board, setting up a
microcontroller to receive and implement commands from the wireless receiver, and designing
the power regulation for microcontroller and wireless receiver.
After the microcontroller receives the specific command from the XBee receiver the specific
output voltage can be sent out using the microcontroller and Digital to Analog Converters
(DAC). Figure 7 shows the connections between the microcontroller and the DACs that are
needed to output the voltage for a specific direction. The specific DACs used for this project is
Microchip’s MCP4921, which is a 12-bit DAC. The 12-bit resolution will allow for a more
precise voltage output [1]. The DAC output will be the eight pin connector at the input for the
wheelchair control board.

Figure 7: Pinout for the Control Unit.
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Emergency Brake:
In order to ensure the safety of the Tilt-n-Go users, a emergency brake system is implemented on
the arm rest of the wheelchair such that the wheelchair controller is only active when the user is
seated in the wheelchair and placing their arm on the arm rest. This prevents accidental
wheelchair controls when the user is using hand motions while speaking or greeting someone. In
the case that the user is an amputee without an arm or unable to place their arm on the arm rest,
the emergency brake can easily be placed anywhere on the wheelchair that would fit the needs of
the user. The brake is comprised of a bend sensor created using Velostat pressure sensitive
material and conductive wiring. Velostat is a pressure sensitive conductive sheet sold at
AdaFruit. As pressure is placed on the sensor a decrease in resistance is observed. The resistance
of the sensor varies depending on the size of the Velostat sheet in ratio with the conductive
wiring used to complete the pressure sensor. The sensor is then used as the bottom half of a
voltage divider circuit in series with a 1kΩ resistor pulled to Vdd and the output is sent to the
Analog 0 input pin of the Arduino. When pressure is applied to the sensor the voltage and the
voltage at the Analog 0 pin drops from 5V to below 2V, the Arduino begins translating the
packets received from the IMU transmitted over the XBees.

Figure 8: Resistance across pressure sensor with pressure and no pressure.

Chapter 3: Implementation and Results
Hand Motion Sensor
The code programmed onto the ArduIMU+ is based on a modified version of the open source
code provided by the IMU’s developer, 3D Robotics [2]. Initially, the idea was to utilize the
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pitch axis to control the forward (positive) movement and backwards (negative) movement and
to use the roll axis to move right (positive roll) and left (negative roll). However, rotating the
hand ninety degrees to the left to turn the wheelchair left was uncomfortable for the user. We
pondered on the idea of using the yaw axis to rotate the wheelchair right and left however the
problem with the yaw is that as you rotate the hand in the yaw direction, it is the same direction
as the motion of the wheelchair which means the yaw direction will never give out an accurate
reading while the wheelchair moves along the same axis. The final control movement we
decided on was to use a zero to ninety degree rotation on the roll axis to the right to turn the
wheelchair right and a complete 90 to 180 degree turn on the roll axis to the right (palm facing
up) to represent a left turn. Once testing was complete and validate, the IMU was sewn onto a
glove along with the XBee and battery source (Figure 9).

.

Figure 9: Finalized controller prototype using a glove with the IMU, XBee, and power
supply sewn onto the glove.
Although this method is not very intuitive, it was a quick and simple solution to the control
problem and future revisions of this project should consider altering the control scheme (Figure
10). Table 2 shows the characterization of the values of the pitch and roll. To get the
intermediate directions, both the pitch and roll have to be within the thresholds for the two
directions [4]. The values listed came from testing, and yielded the results that worked the best.
The modified source code that is currently running on the working IMU can be seen in Appendix
B. This code is only for the output.ino module for the ArduIMU which is the main module that
includes the byte packets that control the movement of the wheelchair.
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Figure 10: Hand gestures implemented for testing the IMU.
Table 2: Value Characterizations for the Four Directions
Forwards

Backwards

Left

Right

Roll

N/A

N/A

100

-100

Pitch

70

-70

N/A

N/A

A learning algorithm was planned to be implemented, but was not completed since a lot of time
was spent troubleshooting the receiver end of the wheelchair. To achieve this goal, one would
have to implement a control scheme that prompts the user to move and twist the motion
controller to assign each possible command a unique movement. The current hardware would not
easily support this prompt, as there is no visual feedback mechanism installed anywhere. In
addition, if movements more complicated than just thresholds for twists were to be used, a
complex algorithm would have to be introduced in order to characterize the input, and also
process the input during use in real time.

Wheelchair Control Unit:
After characterizing the specific voltages needed for all of the 8 directions needed, a separate
control unit specifically for testing the electric wheelchair was made utilizing four buttons, one
for each direction as shown in Figure 11. The four buttons that were used were forward,
backward, left, and right. This allowed us to play with the voltage signals into the wheelchair
controller to get a better characterization of the wheelchairs input signals. Despite the fact that
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we had already characterized the joystick signals, through this test we realized that the voltages
we obtained were not completely accurate, for example when the forward button was pressed the
wheelchair had slight alignment issues that moved the wheelchair forward but slightly veered to
the right. The complete final source code for the Arduino wheelchair controller on the receiving
end can be found in Appendix A. After re-adjusting the voltages so the wheelchair would go in
the four directions without veering off, the other four directions were tested by pressing two
buttons at a time. For example, if the user wanted to go Forward Right then the two buttons
pressed are Forward and Right at the same time. Figure 12 shows the wheelchair control with the
four buttons used for testing the directions.

Figure 11: Control Unit Diagram with 4 buttons used for Testing

Figure 12: Control Unit with 4 buttons used for Testing
Through this process of testing and reverse engineering the joystick controller, we discovered
that the software on the wheelchair includes security features that prevent the wheelchair from
turning on without a precise 2.5V signal from the L/R and F/B pins from the joystick connector.
The power meter on the wheelchair controller will begin blinking and the wheelchair will be
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immobile if these exact signals are not provided to the wheelchair before turning it on. At the
moment, the current set up requires an external power source to turn on the Arduino to send the
appropriate signals before the wheelchair is powered on. If the wheelchair controller’s joystick
controller is receiving the proper signals, the power meter will simply turn on and display the
battery levels without blinking.

Emergency Brake:
The emergency brake was successfully implemented with the Arduino controller such that the
receive signals are only processed when pressure is applied to the arm rest brake, thus turning off
the emergency brake. Something that we learned about the Velostat sensor is that the conductive
sheet does degrade over time, meaning the resistance may begin to change with the sensor over
time. After multiple uses of the wheelchair and performing various tests, there was a noticeable
change in the amount of necessary pressure that had to be applied in order to allow the Velostat
voltage divider to output the correct voltage to allow the wheelchair to accept commands from
the IMU. Future revisions of the wheelchair should look into more reliable methods of installing
an emergency fail safe feature to the Tilt-n-Go system.

Chapter 4: Costs
Prototype Cost
Table 3: Cost analysis for the Tilt-n-Go system.

Table 3 displays the material costs of the Tilt-n-Go system excluding labor. The majority of the
cost lies in the ArduIMU+ inertial measurement unit, but overall the cost of the system is
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$207.34. This appears to be relatively cheap compared to other alternative methods of
controlling electric wheelchairs that are currently on the market however, the Tilt-n-Go has not
undergone intense reliability and functionality testing which would add to the cost. Also the
materials used for the prototype such as the enclosure, are cheap off the shelf items that may
need to be replaced with a custom enclosure that can withstand various environments. In order to
account for labor costs the Pert Technique was applied assuming an $8 hourly wage and ten
hours given for build and installation of the unit using the process done for the prototype
(Equation 1) [6].
Equation 1: Expected Cost Derived Using the PERT Technique.
(𝑂𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + (4 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) + 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)
= 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
6
[[$208+(

$8
$8
$8
∗8 hours)]+4[$208+(
∗10 hours)]+[$208+(
∗12 hours)]]
hour
hour
hour

6

= $288

Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Plans
The Tilt-n-Go wireless, hand gesture-controlled wheel chair system offers an affordable,
alternative control system for wheelchair users that want to retain the freedom of controlling
their wheelchair with their hands but have difficulty using the provided joystick controller. After
several tweaks we were able to successfully develop a working prototype for the Tilt-n-Go
system. Although there is still progress that needs to be made in order to create a fully
customizable system that caters to the needs of individual customers, we have shown that the
proof of concept was successful.
Future plans include minimizing the size of the components on the glove and analyzing ways to
decrease the current draw of the IMU and XBee so the bulky AA battery pack can be replaced by
a smaller power source. Also, on the wheelchair side, the DACs need to be implemented on a
PCB to ensure proper connections to the DAC and minimize the size of the overall system. The
PCB on the receiver side also needs to include a power supply unit that ideally would include a
24V to 5V voltage regulator, from the wheelchair’s battery source to the DAC and Arduino so
the Arduino does not need to be connected to an external source to ensure the correct turn on
voltage are delivered to the wheelchair controller’s connector. In terms of safety and additional
feature, there are plans to implement a streaming video camera that allows users the freedom of
controlling their wheelchair wirelessly outside the range of vision such as loading the wheelchair
into the back of a vehicle. One common complaint from wheelchair users is the inability to drive
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their car of choice since current wheelchair accessible vehicles are limited to modified vans and
mini-vans with added lifts and ramps. With the implementation of the camera on the Tilt-n-Go,
customers would be able to wirelessly control their wheelchair from the driver seats of any car or
truck of their choice and mount the wheelchair to the trunk or truck bed of their vehicle.
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Appendix A. Senior Project Analysis
ABET Accreditation Requirements
Project Title: Tilt-N-Go: The Alternative Control System for Electric Wheelchairs
Student Name: Kenneth Lim
Advisor’s Name: Dr. Smilkstein

Student Signature: _________________
Advisor’s Signature: ________________

1. Summary of Functional Requirements

The Tilt-n-Go is a wireless controller that is an alternative to the conventional joystick equipped
on electric wheelchairs. The Tilt-n-Go system is designed for those who have trouble using a
regular electric wheel chair joystick such as people who may suffer from hand tremors or an
amputee unable to use the wheelchair’s joystick. The controller consists of an inertial
measurement unit (IMU) and a Xbee wireless transmitter mounted together on a glove. This
setup allows for customization of the wheelchair controls per customer specification.
2. Primary Constraints

A major constraint when customizing wheelchair controllers is the need to reverse engineer and
work around the security features of a wheelchair’s controller module. Most wheelchairs come
equipped with a safety feature that disables it from powering on if the joystick is not connected
and specific voltages are not supplied from each pin of the joystick connector. This required
having to reverse engineer the joystick to match the output signals needed from the Tilt-n-Go to
power the wheelchair. Another difficulty is creating a system that is relatively modular on the
receiver end so the system can easily integrate into any electric wheelchair controller and not
just specific Pride Mobility controllers.
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Another important aspect of the Tilt-n-Go system emphasizes its low cost. There are other
wheelchair control methods on the market such as those that utilize movements of the chin or
mouth to control the wheelchair; however those custom controllers are extremely costly. The
overall budget for this project sums to approximately $250 from the design process to the
finished product.

3. Economic

In terms of economic impact of the Tilt-n-Go system, there are various forms of capital involved
with project design. Human capital includes the knowledge and contributions of those assisting
in the design and manufacturing process of the system such as Professors, mentors and scholars
that contributed their ideas in the development of the Tilt-n-Go. The natural capital consists of
natural resources and raw material required to create fundamental pieces in assembling the Tiltn-Go system such as the silicon for the electronic components and the raw material needed to
create the wheelchair.

The financial and manufactured capital consists of the cost for developing the system including
labor and parts. The expected cost of the system adds up to around $285 as shown in Table 4.
The majority of the cost is in the labor needed to breakdown the wheelchair controller and
customizing the IMU code to specify the controls. Because the majority of the parts used are
popular, off the shelf electronics such as an Arduino and breadboards, the cost is minimized.
Expected profits vary in the approximate range of $215 per unit based on a $500 price for the
completed unit, including the price of labor and installation.
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Table 4: BOM for Tilt-n-Go assembly plus labor

The Tilt-n-Go system design places emphasis on rigidity and versatility. The receiver unit is
carefully enclosed in a custom enclosure and as a result, the cost of operation and maintenance
includes only basic necessities such as changing the battery on the controller.
4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:

If manufactured on a commercial basis, calculations based on a $285 manufacturing cost per
unit result in a commercial purchase price of $500 per unit accumulating a total profit of around
$215 per unit sold. Taking into consideration that this product is designed for a very specific
market of customers who need an electric wheelchair for mobility, there is not an expectation to
make a large profit. The estimated number of devices sold per year has an approximate range
between ten to twenty units per year resulting in a net profit of $2,150 to $4,300 per year. The
operating costs for users have reduced to ensure a high quality system requiring that requires
minimal maintenance. Aside from the initial purchase price, the long term costs include
replacing the rechargeable batteries and possible software updates.
5. Environmental
Environmental impacts associated with manufacturing include the waste associated with the
byproducts of manufacturing ICs, and manufacturing the housing with plastics and composites.
In addition, the battery required to power on the controller has a limited life span which
negatively impacts the environment when the time comes to recycle them. Associated impacts
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with the use of the Tilt-n-Go include possibilities of accidents while controlling the electric
wheelchair resulting in a broken unit or system. This will then lead to electronic waste that will
negatively impact the environment. Aside from the direct environmental impacts of the Tilt-nGo there are indirect impacts such as the limited life span of the two gel acid batteries required
to power on the electric wheelchair that need to be recycled and replaced throughout the
wheelchairs life span.
6. Manufacturability

Manufacturing can be broken down into two parts, the receiver end and transmitter end. For the
transmitter side, conductive thread should be used to connect the ArduIMU, XBee transmitter
and AA battery pack by sewing them through the glove controller. This allows for a cleaner
design with aesthetic appeal. The XBee’s Lilypad interface is specifically designed to be sewed
onto fabric so it is waterproof, and washer friendly. The IMU and battery pack however will
require a mechanical mount sewed onto the glove with built in connectors such that the battery
and IMU can easily snap on and off the glove. On the receiver end, the current set up for the first
prototype consists of a breadboard that interfaces the receiver’s Arduino to the DAC and
joystick connector. In order to ensure a high quality, reliable product, manufacturing the
receiving end will require creating a custom PCB with locking connectors to the Arduino and
wheelchair controller to ensure a robust design without any loose wires.

Since the Tilt-n-Go is a product geared towards a very specific customer base and does not have
a high demand for mass production, each unit can be handmade with care to ensure a high
quality, reliable product.
7. Sustainability

When it comes to a design for medical applications, it is important to emphasize autonomy and
sustainability. As a result the Tilt-n-Go system focuses on a robust design that requires little
maintenance. Some issues associated with the system include successfully reverse engineering
the original wheelchair controller without causing any harm to the wheelchair’s functionality.
Since various electric wheelchair use different joysticks and controllers, each customer will
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require a different breakdown of their wheelchair. In order to solve this issue, if manufactured,
the Tilt-n-Go should include a user manual with a list of compatible wheel chair controllers and
step by step instructions to breakdown the wheelchair controller to integrate the new Tilt-n-Go
system. There should also include a warning against tampering with the wheelchair by means
other than those specified for this project.

8. Ethical
The first IEEE code of ethics is “to accept the responsibility in making engineering decisions
consistent with the safety, health, and welfare of the public, and to disclose promptly factors that
might endanger the public environment.” Consistent with the first code of ethics, the Tilt-n-Go
system has primary applications in the medical field. Therefore, direct impacts of safety, health
and welfare of the public are taken into consideration. The Tilt-n-Go system is a high level
design; the majority of parts used to construct the system are off the shelf components such as
ICs for the electronics and the microcontrollers. By using these off the shelf components, the
Tilt-n-Go reduces the direct manufacturing process and reduces the possible endangerment of the
public environment.

To uphold the golden rule, cost estimates for the per unit sales price take into consideration the
fact that the customers for the Tilt-n-Go are those in need of mobility but are unable to afford
costly modifications to their electric wheelchairs. In other words, the purpose of creating the Tiltn-Go system is neither for profit or mass production. Future measures should be taken if the
system goes into commercial production such that the use of this product is safe under the
specified environment and every unit includes a user manual to ensure proper use and to disclose
pertinent limitations of the system as outlined in the sixth IEEE code of ethics.
9. Health and Safety

Some health and safety concerns associated with design and manufacturing include inhalation of
solder and flux fumes during testing and manufacturing although the risk diminishes through
proper ventilation and the use of a fume extractor. Although this first prototype was made with
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bread boards and Perfboards with solder joints, in order to reduce health and safety concerns,
when producing the Tilt-n-Go receiver and transmitter, printed circuit boards should be designed
and components should be soldered using a pick and place machine. This helps in reducing
human exposure to lead solder and toxic fumes for a prolonged period of time. Other health and
safety concerns indirectly related to the build of the system include concerns from
manufacturing the composite and plastics used for the housing and manufacturing the off the
electronics, and batteries used for the overall system.

10. Social and Political

In comparison to control alternatives designed by large medical corporations, this system is a
cheaper alternative for customers who are confined to a wheelchair and unable to use the
wheelchair’s conventional joystick. The direct stakeholders for this project include those
working on the current design including, myself, Professor Smilkstein, the students in the EE521
Tilt-n-Go group that helped with the initial breakdown and design of the system, and the
customers that purchase the Tilt-n-Go units. Additional direct stakeholders include
manufacturing companies that create the wheelchair, microcontrollers, and IC parts. The greatest
impact of the Tilt-n-Go system is helping those in need of an alternative controller for their
wheelchair at a reasonable price.

Indirect stakeholders include transportation services to deliver resources, utility companies
providing power to design, test, and manufacture the units. Other indirect stakeholders include
those that learn and gain knowledge from the research done on designing the Tilt-n-Go system.
For indirect stakeholders, the impact of this project comes in the form of business profits and
employment opportunities.
11. Development

Tools used in the development and analysis of the Tilt-n-Go camera system include the
ArduIMU source code developed by 3D Robotics to create customized movements with the
controller IMU. In addition to the Arduino and breadboards used to send control signals into the
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wheelchairs control module, electronic test equipment such as oscilloscopes, and multi-meters
were used to measure and reverse engineer the voltage signals from the joystick in order to
properly power on and control the wheelchair in the absence of the intended joystick controller.
Future development of the wheelchair should include a learning algorithm for customers to
easily modify the control scheme for their wheelchair using the Tilt-n-Go system without having
an experienced user run through the source code for the IMU and customize specific variables to
change the wheelchair’s controls.
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Appendix B. Receiver Controller Source Code
/* Created: 5/8/2014 9:25:41 AM
* Author: Kenneth Lim
*Updated : 11/20/14
*/
#define F_CPU 16000000 //define internal CLK speed
#define MOSI_0 3 // PB pin 3
#define SCK_0 5 // PB pin 5
#define SS_1 2 // PB pin 2
DAC 1
#define SS_2 1 // PB pin 1 DAC2
#define SS_3 0 // PB pin 0 DAC 3 i
#define
#define
#define
#define

BUTTON_0
BUTTON_1
BUTTON_2
BUTTON_3

4
5
6
7

//
//
//
//

PB
PB
PB
PB

pin
pin
pin
pin

0
1
2
3

#define BAUD_PRESCALE 103
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdlib.h> // Standard C library
<avr/io.h>
<util/delay.h>
<avr/interrupt.h>
<CapacitiveSensor.h>

CapacitiveSensor
cs_4_2 = CapacitiveSensor(4,2);
// 10 megohm
resistor between pins 4 & 2, pin 2 is sensor pin, add wire, foil
void Initialize_SPI_Master(void) {
SPCR = (0<<SPIE) | //No interrupts
(1<<SPE) | //SPI enabled
(0<<DORD) | //shifted out LSB
(1<<MSTR) | //master
(0<<CPOL) | //rising leading edge
(0<<CPHA) | //sample leading edge
(0<<SPR1) | (0<<SPR0); //clock speed
SPSR = (0<<SPIF) | //SPI interrupt flag
(0<<WCOL) | //Write collision flag
(0<<SPI2X) ; //Doubles SPI clock
PORTB = 1 << SS_1 ; // make sure SS is high
}
void Transmit_SPI_Master(int Data, int DAC)
{
if (DAC == 0x01){
PORTB |= 1 << SS_2;
PORTB |= 1 <<SS_3;
PORTB &= ~(1 << SS_1); //Assert slave select Dont Select DAC2
SPDR = ((Data >> 8) & 0xF) | 0x70; //Attach configuration Bits onto MSB
while (!(SPSR & (1<<SPIF)));
SPDR = 0xFF & Data;
while (!(SPSR & (1<<SPIF))); //PORTB = 1 << SS_2; PORTB =1<< SS_3;
}
else //if(DAC == 0x02)
{
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PORTB |= 1 << SS_1;
PORTB |= 1 <<SS_3;
PORTB &= ~(1 << SS_2); //Assert slave select
Dont Select DAC1
SPDR = ((Data >> 8) & 0xF) | 0x70; //Attach configuration Bits onto MSB
while (!(SPSR & (1<<SPIF)));
SPDR = 0xFF & Data;
while (!(SPSR & (1<<SPIF))); //PORTB = 1 << SS_1 ; PORTB =1<< SS_3;
}
}
void usart_init(uint16_t baudin, uint32_t clk_speedin)
{
uint32_t ubrr = (clk_speedin/16UL)/baudin-1;
UBRR0H = (unsigned char)(ubrr>>8);
UBRR0L = (unsigned char)ubrr;
/* Enable receiver and transmitter */
UCSR0B = (1<<RXEN0)|(1<<TXEN0);
/* Set frame format: 8data, 1stop bit */
UCSR0C = (0<<USBS0)|(3<<UCSZ00);
UCSR0A &= ~(1<<U2X0);
}
/*the send function will put 8bits on the trans line. */
void usart_send( uint8_t data )
{
/* Wait for empty transmit buffer */
while ( !( UCSR0A & (1<<UDRE0)) );
/* Put data into buffer, sends the data */
UDR0 = data;
}
/* the receive data function. Note that this a blocking call
Therefore you may not get control back after this is called
until a much later time. It may be helpfull to use the
istheredata() function to check before calling this function
@return 8bit data packet from sender
*/
uint8_t usart_recv(void)
{
/* Wait for data to be received */
while ( !(UCSR0A & (1<<RXC0)) );
/* Get and return received data from buffer */
return UDR0;
}
/* function check to see if there is data to be received
@return true is there is data ready to be read */
uint16_t usart_istheredata(void)
{
return (UCSR0A & (1<<RXC0));
}
int main(void)
{
DDRB = 1<<MOSI_0 | 1<<SCK_0 | 1<<SS_1 | 1<<SS_2| 1<<SS_3 ;// make MOSI_0,
SCK_0, SS, and SS_2 outputs
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DDRD = 0<<PIND7;
PORTD = (1<<PORTD7) ;
usart_init(38400, 16000000);
uint8_t test = 0b00000000;
int i;
int goodVal;
Initialize_SPI_Master();
sei();
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x02); // LR1 LR2: 2.5V
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x01); // FB1 FB2: 2.5V
init();
Serial.begin(38400);
while(1)
{
long start = millis();
long total1 = cs_4_2.capacitiveSensor(30);
long total2 = cs_4_5.capacitiveSensor(30);
Serial.print(millis() - start);
// check on performance in
milliseconds
Serial.print("\t");
// tab character for debug window
spacing
Serial.print(total1);
// print sensor output 1
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.println(total2);
// print sensor output 2
delay(5);
test = 0xFF;
//safety kill switch
if(!(PIND & (1<<PORTD7)))
test = usart_recv();
if(total1>800)
{
switch (test)
{
case 0b00000001:
{
//Forward (1)
usart_send('f');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0xC80, 0x01); // FB1 FB2: 4V
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x02); // LR1 LR2: 2.5V
break;
}
case 0b000000100:
{
//Right (4)
usart_send('r');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x01); // FB1 FB2: 2.5V
Transmit_SPI_Master(0xD05, 0x02); // LR1 LR2: 4V
break;
}
case 0b00010000:
{
//Back (16)
usart_send('b');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x394, 0x01); // FB1 FB2: 1.1V
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x02); // LR1 LR2: 2.5V
break;
}
case 0b01000000:
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{

//Left (64)
usart_send('l');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x01); // FB1 FB2: 2.5V
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x3E8, 0x02); // LR1 LR2: 1.1V
break;

}
case 0b11111111:
{
//Stop (255)
usart_send('s');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x01);
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x02);
break;
}
default:
{
// ERROR: WE HAVE A PROBLEM
usart_send('d');
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x01);
Transmit_SPI_Master(0x800, 0x02);
break;
}
}

// FB1 FB2: 2.5V
// LR1 LR2: 2.5V

// FB1 FB2: 2.5V
// LR1 LR2: 2.5V

}
}
}

Appendix C. IMU Transmitter Output Module Source Code

#define
#define
#define
#define

FORWARD_THRESH 70
BACKWARD_THRESH -70
LEFT_THRESH 150
RIGHT_THRESH -150

void printdata(void)
{
#if PRINT_BINARY != 1

//Print either Ascii or binary messages

#if PRINT_ANALOGS==1
Serial.print("AN0:");
Serial.print(read_adc(0)); //Reversing the sign.
Serial.print(",AN1:");
Serial.print(read_adc(1));
Serial.print(",AN2:");
Serial.print(read_adc(2));
Serial.print(",AN3:");
Serial.print(read_adc(3));
Serial.print (",AN4:");
Serial.print(read_adc(4));
Serial.print (",AN5:");
Serial.print(read_adc(5));
Serial.print (",");
#endif
#if PRINT_DCM == 1
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Serial.print ("EX0:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[0][0]));
Serial.print (",EX1:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[0][1]));
Serial.print (",EX2:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[0][2]));
Serial.print (",EX3:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[1][0]));
Serial.print (",EX4:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[1][1]));
Serial.print (",EX5:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[1][2]));
Serial.print (",EX6:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[2][0]));
Serial.print (",EX7:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[2][1]));
Serial.print (",EX8:");
Serial.print(convert_to_dec(DCM_Matrix[2][2]));
Serial.print (",");
#endif
#if PRINT_EULER == 1
Serial.print("RLL:");
Serial.print(ToDeg(roll));
Serial.print(",PCH:");
Serial.print(ToDeg(pitch));
Serial.print(",YAW:");
Serial.print(ToDeg(yaw));
Serial.print(",IMUH:");
Serial.print((imu_health>>8)&0xff);
Serial.println();
if(ToDeg(pitch) > FORWARD_THRESH) {
if(ToDeg(roll) > LEFT_THRESH) {
Serial.write(0x80);
}
else if(ToDeg(roll) < RIGHT_THRESH) {
Serial.write(0x02);
}
else {
Serial.write(0x01);
}
}
else if(ToDeg(pitch) < BACKWARD_THRESH) {
if(ToDeg(roll) > LEFT_THRESH) {
Serial.write(0x20);
}
else if(ToDeg(roll) < RIGHT_THRESH) {
Serial.write(0x08);
}
else {
Serial.write(0x10);
}
}
else if(ToDeg(roll) < -50 && ToDeg(roll)>-170) {
Serial.write(0x40);
}
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else if(ToDeg(roll) < -250 || ToDeg(roll)>250) {
//
Serial.print(0x04);
Serial.write(0x04);
}
else {
Serial.write(0xFF);
}
#endif
#if PRINT_MAGNETOMETER == 1
#if BOARD_VERSION < 3
Serial.print("MGX:");
Serial.print(APM_Compass.Mag_X);
Serial.print (",MGY:");
Serial.print(APM_Compass.Mag_Y);
Serial.print (",MGZ:");
Serial.print(APM_Compass.Mag_Z);
Serial.print (",MGH:");
Serial.print(ToDeg(APM_Compass.Heading));
Serial.print (",");
#endif
#if BOARD_VERSION == 3
Serial.print("MGX:");
Serial.print(mag_x);
Serial.print (",MGY:");
Serial.print(mag_y);
Serial.print (",MGZ:");
Serial.print(mag_z);
Serial.print (",MGH:");
Serial.print(ToDeg(Heading));
Serial.print (",");
#endif
#endif
#if USE_BAROMETER == 1
Serial.print("Temp:");
Serial.print(temp_unfilt/20.0);
// Convert into degrees C
alti();
Serial.print(",Pressure: ");
Serial.print(press);
//
Serial.print(press>>2);
// Convert into Pa
Serial.print(",Alt: ");
Serial.print(press_alt/1000); // Original floating point full solution in
meters
Serial.print (",");
#endif
#if PRINT_GPS == 1
if(GPS.new_data==1) {
GPS.new_data=0;
Serial.print("LAT:");
Serial.print(GPS.latitude);
Serial.print(",LON:");
Serial.print(GPS.longitude);
Serial.print(",ALT:");
Serial.print(GPS.altitude/100);
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// meters

Serial.print(",COG:");
Serial.print(GPS.ground_course/100);
Serial.print(",SOG:");
Serial.print(GPS.ground_speed/100);
Serial.print(",FIX:");
Serial.print((int)GPS.fix);
Serial.print(",SAT:");
Serial.print((int)GPS.num_sats);
Serial.print (",");
#if PERFORMANCE_REPORTING == 1
gps_messages_sent++;
#endif
}
#endif

// degrees

// 1 = good fix

//Serial.print("TOW:");
//Serial.print(GPS.time);
//Serial.println("***");
#else
// This section outputs binary data messages
// Conforms to new binary message standard (12/31/09)
byte IMU_buffer[22];
int tempint;
int ck;
long templong;
byte IMU_ck_a=0;
byte IMU_ck_b=0;
// This section outputs the gps binary message when new gps data is
available
if(GPS.new_data==1) {
#if PERFORMANCE_REPORTING == 1
gps_messages_sent++;
#endif
GPS.new_data=0;
//Serial.print("DIYd"); // This is the message preamble
IMU_buffer[0]=0x13;
ck=19;
IMU_buffer[1] = 0x03;
templong = GPS.longitude; //Longitude *10**7 in 4 bytes
IMU_buffer[2]=templong&0xff;
IMU_buffer[3]=(templong>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[4]=(templong>>16)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[5]=(templong>>24)&0xff;
templong = GPS.latitude; //Latitude *10**7 in 4 bytes
IMU_buffer[6]=templong&0xff;
IMU_buffer[7]=(templong>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[8]=(templong>>16)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[9]=(templong>>24)&0xff;
#if USE_BAROMETER==0
tempint=GPS.altitude / 100;
#else
alti();
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// Altitude MSL in meters * 10 in 2 bytes

tempint = (press_alt * ALT_MIX + GPS.altitude * (100-ALT_MIX)) / 10000;
//Blended GPS and pressure altitude
#endif
IMU_buffer[10]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[11]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
tempint=GPS.ground_speed;
// Speed in M/S * 100 in 2 bytes
IMU_buffer[12]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[13]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
tempint=GPS.ground_course;
// course in degreees * 100 in 2 bytes
IMU_buffer[14]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[15]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[16]=GPS.time&0xff;
IMU_buffer[17]=(GPS.time>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[18]=(GPS.time>>16)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[19]=(GPS.time>>24)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[20]=(imu_health>>8)&0xff;
//for (int i=0;i<ck+2;i++) Serial.print (IMU_buffer[i]);
for (int i=0;i<ck+2;i++) {
IMU_ck_a+=IMU_buffer[i];
IMU_ck_b+=IMU_ck_a;
}
//Serial.print(IMU_ck_a);
//Serial.print(IMU_ck_b);

//Calculates checksums

}
else {
// This section outputs the IMU orientatiom message
//Serial.print("DIYd"); // This is the message preamble
IMU_buffer[0]=0x06;
ck=6;
IMU_buffer[1] = 0x02;
tempint=ToDeg(roll)*100; //Roll (degrees) * 100 in 2 bytes
IMU_buffer[2]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[3]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
tempint=ToDeg(pitch)*100;
//Pitch (degrees) * 100 in 2 bytes
IMU_buffer[4]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[5]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
templong=ToDeg(yaw)*100; //Yaw (degrees) * 100 in 2 bytes
if(templong>18000) templong -=36000;
if(templong<-18000) templong +=36000;
tempint = templong;
IMU_buffer[6]=tempint&0xff;
IMU_buffer[7]=(tempint>>8)&0xff;
//for (int i=0;i<ck+2;i++) Serial.print (IMU_buffer[i]);
for (int i=0;i<ck+2;i++) {
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IMU_ck_a+=IMU_buffer[i];
IMU_ck_b+=IMU_ck_a;

//Calculates checksums

}
//Serial.print(IMU_ck_a);
//Serial.print(IMU_ck_b);
}
#endif
}
#if PERFORMANCE_REPORTING == 1
void printPerfData(long time)
{
// This function outputs a performance monitoring message (used every 20
seconds)
// Can be either binary or human readable
#if PRINT_BINARY == 1
byte IMU_buffer[30];
int ck;
byte IMU_ck_a=0;
byte IMU_ck_b=0;
//Serial.print("DIYd");
IMU_buffer[0]=0x11;
ck=17;
IMU_buffer[1] = 0x0a;

// This is the message preamble

//Time for this reporting interval in millisecons
IMU_buffer[2]=time&0xff;
IMU_buffer[3]=(time>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[4]=(time>>16)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[5]=(time>>24)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[6]=mainLoop_count&0xff;
IMU_buffer[7]=(mainLoop_count>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[8]=G_Dt_max&0xff;
IMU_buffer[9]=(G_Dt_max>>8)&0xff;
IMU_buffer[10]=gyro_sat_count;
IMU_buffer[11]=adc_constraints;
IMU_buffer[12]=renorm_sqrt_count;
IMU_buffer[13]=renorm_blowup_count;
IMU_buffer[14]=0;
We don't have access to this with GPS library
IMU_buffer[15]=0;
We don't have access to this with GPS library
IMU_buffer[16]=0;
don't have access to this with GPS library
IMU_buffer[17]=0;
don't have access to this with GPS library
IMU_buffer[18]=gps_messages_sent;
the number of gps fixes received
for (int i=0;i<ck+2;i++) {
IMU_ck_a+=IMU_buffer[i];
IMU_ck_b+=IMU_ck_a;
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// gps_payload_error_count // gps_checksum_error_count // gps_pos_fix_count - We
// gps_nav_fix_count - We
// This metric is equal to

//Calculates checksums

}
#else
#endif
// Reset counters
mainLoop_count = 0;
G_Dt_max = 0;
gyro_sat_count = 0;
adc_constraints = 0;
renorm_sqrt_count = 0;
renorm_blowup_count = 0;
gps_messages_sent = 0;
}
#endif
long convert_to_dec(float x)
{
return x*10000000;
}
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